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Dr. A. LEBRET. A new method for· meastwin,q 
the Hall-effect, especially the vm·ialion of it with 
temperature. 

The preliminary numbers for the variation of the 
Ilall-efTect in bismuth witb temperature , commun icated 
in n ° ·15 of this series, have been acquired by a 
method, wholly inrlependent of any mriation of the 
primary current. This method, which I will call the 
method of compensation is a null-method. It requires 
but a momentary observation , and therefore a l l  < listurb
ances fal l  away, which need some time before 
entering. Of these the principal is the "galvano
magnetic difTerence of temperature" 1) discovered by VON 

ETTINGSHAUSEN. The error occasioned by this disturbance 
is not eliminated by any method employed as yet. 

By means of this method, I also have studied the 
dissymmetry of the Hal l-phenomenon in bismuth . To 
judge about the experiments, which explain the dis
symmetry and are treated of in this Communication, 
it will be necessary to know the method and therefore 
it is described as follows. 

' )  WrED. Ann. 3 1 ,  p. 737. 
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Throu ah one of the two windings of a gul vano-b 
• 

meter a branch of the primary current is sent, the 
Hall-current passing through the other. The branch, 
shuntecl by the small resistance L M, contains besides 
the winding of the galvanometer a rheostat, froni 
which we introduce as much resistance as is necessary 
for the effects of the two windings of the galvanometer 
on the needle to neutralize each other. The magnetic 
field being constant , the relation of the difference of 
potential due to the Hall-effect to the strength of the 

primary current must be proportionate to � ,  W being 

the resistance of the resistance-box. 
We give two schemes of the circuit 1 ) . The wires of the 

primary current are fastened to the p late 2) in A and B. 
To C and D are joined the ends of that winding of 

the galvanometer, which is destined for the secondary 
current. In the more elaborate scheme II we also have 
delineated the "by-current", joining the primary circuit 
to the secondary current and containing the rheostat 2. 

1) See engraving II .  
. 

1) The plate of bismuth , length and breauth 2.9 cM., thi
_
ck

ness 3.5 ml\1. has been obtained by founding in a case of miCa, 
especially manufactured for the purpose. The fastening of the 
plate to the wires has been accomplished by screwing in. 

. 
It was placed in a vessel of hard-soldered copper, filled with 

some liquid. This vessel consists of three parts (see the en
graving I) the middle (B) of which iB flat and placed between 
the poles of the magnet. The uppermost (A) and the undermost 
(C) parts are cylindrical, the latter jutting out in �n angle 
of 45o so that we may put a burner of BuNSEN under It. 

On the wholer we have placed the cooler D. 
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Besides one may see in tbis scheme the mercmy 
cups, serving to reverse the primary and the "com
pensative current" 1 ) .  

The secondary e lectrode, which is fastened in D, 
divides itself into two parts, mounted up symmetrically 
with respect to the wire fastened in D. These parts 
come together in E. 

Method of measurement. 

1. Preparations. 
Take onler that the needle of the galvanometer is 

unaffected when closing the magnetizing current, the 
primary and the secondary circuit being opened. 

No deviation either may occur if we close the pri
mary current, the compensative, secondary and magnet· 
izing circuits being opened. 

Now close the secondary circuit, the primary circuit 
remaining opened. Closing also the magnetizing current 
Wfl do not observe a shock of induction, the plate of 
bismuth having been placed in the middle between the 
poles, and the two parts, into which the secondary 
e lectrode is divided being mounted up wholly sym
metrical ly with respect to the wire fastenend in C. By 
bending the wires this may be obtained. 

1) In making preliminary or auxiliary experiments, but not 
for the principal measurement we want a comm utator iu tho 
secondary circuit yet. In the scheme we have not marked tho 
electromagnet, between the poles of which the plate of bismuth 
has been placed. For reversing the current, which exciteR thr 
magnetic field, a commutator is yet required. 
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Now close the primary current, the secondary circuit 
remaining closed, the compensative and the magnetizing 
currents opened. Vve will see a deviation if the second
ary electrodes do not lie in  one equipotential l ine. 

In this case, search which of the two corners of tbe 
mercury cup I, which are to be taken into considera
tion m ust be connected with the previously chosen 
secondary e lectrode in order to reduce that deviation . 
Then choose the resistance in such a manner that the 
deviation be annulled 1). 

2. Principal measurement. 

First close the secondary circuit. A small deviation 
m ay occur in  consequence of a thermo-electric current. 
Close the magnetizing current. After the preparations 
taken, but a small deviation wil l  occur 2) . 

Now close the compensative current. This does not 
produce any deviation, the primary current being 
opened. 

Now close the primary c ircuit, the secondary and 
compensative currents then being produced at once. A 
very great deviation will not take place, the action s of 
both currents on the galvanometer-needle being of op-

j) The annulling of the deviation has not been acr1uired yet 
for a zero magnetic field, in consequence of the remaneut mag
netism. Therefore we will research how much resistance mus
be introrluced into the hy-cunent in order to annul the devia
tion for the remanent magnetism of opposite direction and we 
use the mean of these values for the principal measuren,eut. 

1)  �oe the Chapter "Sourecs of Error8" A 2 .  
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posite direction ' ) .  Now :-;p,arch whid1 of t i le  two cuiTcnts 

preponderates, and vary t lw resistance in order to 

dimi nish the differen�.:e. 

Soon we obtain that  the secondary current first seems 

to preponderate and (after the primary current has 

passed some time) �) subsequently the compensative 

current seems to be stronger. In  fact, the secondary 

current has diminished, in consequeu ce of the occurring 

,qalvanomagnetic diff'erence of temperature 3). 

We see f. i the image of the graduated scale lirst -

de!lect to the right, afterwards to the left . Now intro

duce somewhat less resistance in the compeusative cir

cuit, the deflection to the right wi l l  be smaller. Now 

sti l l  diminish the resistance somewhat (every time very 

little if great accuracy is desired), then we finally get 

to the point that the needle remains one moment at 

rest and afterwards wanders to the l eft. Then the com

pensation has been acquired as completely as possible, 

and the value read on the rheostat ought to be noted . 

Now c lose the primary �mrent in the opposite direc

tion, neither touching the bridge of the mercury-cup 

II, nor reversing the magnetizing current, and de

termine the value of the resistance to be chosen in the 

com pensative circuit. 

') The direction, in  which the compeusative circuit is to be 

closed, must be rightly choseu with regarrl to the direction of 

the previously chosen magnetizing current. By preliminary experi

ments one should learn how to make the right choice. 

2) We close the primary circuit every time only during one 

moment, in order not to produce needless thermo-electric currents. 

l) See the Chapter "Sources of Errors" A 3. 
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This value having been noted , the magnetizing and 
the compensative cunent (mercury-cup II) should be 
reversed, whilst the primary current is  open . 

Determine also for this direction of the magnetic force 

the values, which are to be chosen in the rheostat. 
This yields two numbers more, which  with the t\',:o 

a lready found refer to one temperature. 
For each temperature these four measurements are 

m ade and so the materials have been collected for cal
culating the variation of the Hal l -constant with tem
perature. 

Sources of errors, which may occur 

in measuring. 

G r o u p  A. Thermomagnetic phenomena. 
1 .  Differences of potential at the secondary e lectro

des arising in the magnetic fie ld iu the clirection of the 
primary cunent. (Trans\'ersal thermo-magnetic effect of 
VON ETTINGSIIAUSEN and NEHNS'l') 1) . 

For this one may give the law : 

e = E, NI (t, - t2 ), 
e being the difference of potential at the secondary e le<.:
trodes, t ,  - l 2  the difference of temperature at the 
primary electrodes, Et a constant, M the magnetic 
force. 

All cl ieffrences of temperatme, which are independent 
of the di recti011 of the primary current wil l  cause di1Ter
ences of potential, which iucrease the Hall-effect for 
one direction of the primary <.:urrent, and diruinisb it  

' )  Wied . A nn.  29 p .  343. 1 836. 

for the opposite direction . Taking the mean of the two 

valuRf:i for the two directions of the primary current , 

the error causecl by this effect is el iminated. 

For differences of tern peratu re . ea used by the Peltier

e1feet , this wi l l not do. The di fference of poteutiul hereby 

al'ising may be put in the form 

e = P Et M l  
P being a new constant, depending on the Peltier

effect, and I being the primal'.\' current. This difference 

of potential depends also 011 M and I in the same 

manner as the Hall-effect itself and is not separate<l 

from the Hall-effect in the methocls used as yet. 

The Peltier-effcct however wanting some time for 

arising, the separation is performed by our momentary 

method . 

2. Di fferences of potential at the secondary electrodes 

arising in the magnetic f1el<l by flows  of heat in the 

direction of the secondary c urrent. (Longitudinal thermo·  

magnetic efiect of VON ETTINGSHA USEN and NERNST 1) . 

For this one may give tile law : 

e = E1 M2 (t3 - t4 ) 
t3 - t,, is the difference of temperature at the secondary 

electrodes, Et a constant. 

The flow of heat, only arising if a difference of tem

perature does e:-,.ist between the secondary electrodes, 

in  which case also occurs a thermo-electric current, 

t l l i: e(Tect may be considered as a variation of the thermo

electric current by the m agnetic field .  Measuring accord 

1)  Ree NERN�T. 'l' hermomagnPti �ch f' :-\triinw. Long-itudinal 

effect. \Vied.  Ann.  :n p. 779.  
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i n g  t o  o u r  method a l l  influence fal ls away a s  we 

always close the magnetizing current before the primary 

current, thus acquiring a new point ofrest with respect 

to which we determine the equivalence of the Hal l

current and the compensative current. 

Otherwise this effect would produce an apparent 

dissym metry for the opposite directi ons of the magneti

zation.  

3. Differences of temperatu re at the secondary elec

trodes, arising in  the magnetic field by the primary 

current. (Galvanomagnetic difference of temperature of 

VON ETTINGSHAUSEN) 1 ). 

For this one m ay gi ve the Jaw : 

t3 - t4 = Ep M I 
Ee is a new constant. 

This difference of temperature produces a thenno

electric current depending in  the same way on M and 1 
as the Hal l-current itsel f� which therefore cannot be 

easily separated from i t . 

This error will show itself i n  its ful l  magnitude , if 

using the former method of deflection . Our method 

however being momentary, we may judge of the strength 

of the Hall-current at the first moment. If we have in

troduced too m uch resistance i n  the com pensative cur

rent , we shall first see the Hall-current preponderate .  

But after the primary current has passed a whi le , the 

deviation observed will  change sign , the seeondary cur

rent having diminished. By the deviation however, which 

bas appeared the first moment, we k now tbat too m uch 

' )  Wiod. Aun. 3 l  p. 7 3 7 .  

1 1  

resistance l 1 arl been in trod uccrl in order to cow pen sate 

the Hal l -current alone.  

G r o u p  B. Other errors . 
l .  Variation of the pnmary current duriug the mea

surements. 

As we always measure � , all in fluence fal l s  away. 

2. Variation of the magn etic field, in which the 

galvanometPr-needle is moving, by aceidPntal  causes. 

This produces a de\· iation of the point of rest which 

causes errors i n  the former methods, the deflection to 

be measured needing some time to become coustant , 

whilst in u;.;ing our m ethod the H all-current is measured 

at the same moment it  occurs. 

�1. Variation of the magnetic field in w hich the gal

\'anometer needle is moving by exciti ng and reversing 

the electromagnet. Even if a deviation of the point of 

rest has not been wholly avoirled yet al l  i nfl uence fal ls  

a\\'ay, if we fi rst c lose the magneti:ling current and note 

the new point of rest. This also is applicable to the 

methods userl by others. 

The exciting anct the reversing of the magnetic fie ld 

general ly will change the sensibil ity of the galvano

meter ; with our arrangement tbis happened to be even 

so in  a high degree. Using however our method of mea

suring , we n eed 110t mind the sensibility , as the 

equivalence of the secondary and the compensative 

current ma:' be obsened at each sensibility. Only if 

the equiYalence i s  n ot f·omplete, the then appeal'ing 

deviatiou wi l l  depend on the sensibil ity existing. 

4 .  Variation of the magnetic !ield, iu which the gal-
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vanomflter needle  is moving, hy  exciting and reversing 
the p rimary current. 

The deviation of the point of rest , as far as it arises 
by a wrong situation of that part of the primary circuit, 
which admits no reversing of the curren t ,  would bring 
about an apparent difference of the Hal l-effect for the 
opposite directions of the magnetic fiel d . apparently a 
dissymetry. 

As far as it  arises in that part of the primary circuit 
which does admit reversing, the error may be eliminated 
by taking the mean of the values , obtained for the 
two directions of the primary current.. 

Variations of the sensibil ity of the galvanometer 
by this cause has no influence for the reasons ex
plained i n  3. 

5. Variation of the magnetic fie ld in  which the plate 
of bism uth has been placed . This al ways wi l l  produce 
s�r_ne error. The only remecly is to k eep the magne
t!Zlng eurrent as constant as possible , testing this with 
the aid of an Ammeter. The curren t  having varied 
somewhat , one may rPgulate it  again by somewhat m 
creasing or rl iminishing the resistance. 

6. Thermo-electric currents , which exist already by 
some difference of heat at the secondary electrodes. If 
the thermo-electric current is constant during the course 
of the measurement , it  does not produce any error. 
Only the variations of it produce some errors. Our ob
servation however

. 
being momentary, this error wholly 

fal l s  away. 
Moreover the constancy of the thermo-electric current 

is still favoured by the circumstance that the secondary l! 

l 

1 3  

circuit always m ay remain closed during the  pl'incipal 

measurements (see n°. 9). 
7 .  Thermo-electric currents , which arise by the pas

sing of the primary current. 

a. The heat, w hich develops at the contacts of the 

primary circuit according to JoULE's law may be pro

pagated irregularly to the secondary e lectrodes. So a 

thermo-electric current arises. Since the primary current, 

if using our method , is closed only one moment . the 

thermo-electric current wants the n ecessary time to 

amouut to a perceptible val ue. 

The influence exercised upon the obse1 vations would 

prorluce a different value of the Hal l -effect for the 

opposite directions to the primary current. 

b.  The heat, wh ich develops at tbe contacts according 

to the law of PELTIER can also produce thermo-electric 

currents. 

The same remarks may be made as in a, but the 

reversing of the primary current will n ot reverse this 

effect and the influence of it  would produce a dissym

metry for the opposite directions of the magnetic field . 

8. Differences of potAntial which may occur at the 

secondary e lectrodes even in a zero magnetic field , 

w hen the primary current passes. 

These arise by uot fasteni ng the secondary electrodes 

to the plate at wholly symmetdcal places. The error 

proceeding from it may be avoided in various manners. 

a. By first closing the primary circuit , then deter

min ing the point of rest and after that closing the 

magnetizing current. The great objection however is 

that, in acting so, several other errors occur (See A 2 ) . 
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b. By measuring the difference of potential with the 
airl of the compensative current . afterwards deducting 
the amount of it. This I performed sometimes , in order 
to control the method described in d. 

c.  By neutralizing the difference of potential with the 
aid of a branch-circuit , containing a DANIELL· element. 
The branch-current passes through the secon<lary wires. 
The objection to this method , is that we neutralize the 
di fference of potential for only one fixed strength of 
the primary current. 

d. By introducing the by-current according to the 
idea of BoLTZMANN , joining also the primary and the 
secondary electrodes by means of a great resistance , 
chosen exactly. 

The last method was generally used. 
\::1. Currents, induced by the variation of tbe magnetic 

force during an experiment. 
These troubled the results of SHELFORD BIDWELL 1 ) ,  

who  used elements of  GnovE in the magnetizing cur
rent. Therefore instead of one of the secondary elec
trodes he used a wire, cli virled into two parts (see the 
scheme II) 2) .  

Now v\'e have the magnetic force sufficiently constant 
so that we need not fpar the induction currents, but 
the arrangement with the double wire is very practical 
as the magnetic field may now be reversed , wh il st the 
secondary current always remains closed , without pro
ducing any inconvenient shock. 

1 )  Phi!. 1\Iagaz. 5. 17. 1 884. p. 249-265. 
2) Engraving II. 

.. 

1 0. Variation of the resistance of the secondary circuit 
in consequence of the temperature. As to the plate of 
bismuth the variation is not to be taken into conside
ration, as the resistance is but 0,0004 Ohm, the whole 
circuit having a resistance of 1 Ohm.  

The resistance of the contacts at  the two electrodes 
however amounts to 0,2 Ohm in the most disad\'an
tageous case. It ought therefore to be measured at various 
temperatures. 

H .  Variation of the resistance by the magnetization 
is not to be taken into consideration, as it only in
Jluences the resistance of the plate of bismuth, which is 
very small . 

12. Influence of the remanent magnetism . 

The remanent magnetism will render it more im
plicate to determine the value of the resistance in 
the by-current, which ought to be chosen for a zero
magnetic field .  We now determine the resistance for 
the remanent magnetism of the opposite directions, 
and take the mean of the two values acquired. 

1 3. The magnetic force, which arises by the passing 
of the primary current alone, may yet bring about that 
after all the choice of the resistance in the by-current 
has been made not for a zero magnetic field, but for 
the magnetic field excited by the primary current itself. 
The arising Hall-effect does not change sign, if we 
reverse the primary current, as the magnetic force 
reverses also. 

We however convinced ourselves that the effect is 
too small to be observed. 

·one might show the action existing by first using a 



very weak primary current in order to choose the 

resi:;tance iu the by-current. If we thereafter make the 

primary current stronger , then another choice of 

the resistance would be necessm) . We however did 

not ob:-;erve an) di fTereuce. 

Dr. A. LEBRET. Dissymmetry of the Hall-effect 
in bismuth for the opposite directions of' the 
magnetic field. 

Tn all the plates of bismuth I used , the Hall-current . 
proved not to be of the same strength for the two 
opposite directions of magnetization. 

Always using the described method of observation , 
I was urged to introduce for one direction of magne
tization (A) an amount of resistance , wholly di iTerent 
from that for the opposite direction (B). 

(The amount of the resistance to be chosen for the 
opposite directions of the primary current diiTered but 
very little , and was independent of its strength) 1 ) .  

If we trace the cause , which may produce this dis
symmetry , we meet under B 7 b in the list of errors 
in the preceding communication thermo-electric cur
rents , produced by the PELTIER-effect. 

Since these only arise after the primary current ha 
passed a while , and as our method is a momentary 
one , it is not to be accepted that the right explanation 
should be found in them , chiefly on account of the 
great amount of the dissymmetry. 

1 )  The primary curreut could vary from 1.5 till 7 amperes. 
The strength of the magnetic field  was about 3000 (c. g. s.). 




